Preface

We are now living in a digital information era, which is fundamentally changing science and society. Maps and other cartographic means, which communicate information tailored to human users through various media, play a crucial role in this information era. It is related to the fact that we can witness that more spatial data than ever is produced currently. We can also witness that we are not short of ever more new modern technologies for all parts of the spatial data handling processes, including data acquisition, modeling, visualisation and dissemination. The problem is often not that we do not have enough data but rather too many. We need to make more and more efforts to deal with all those data efficiently, mining the relevant information and link and selecting the appropriate information for a particular scenario. Maps and cartography play a vital role in this respect as cartography works with abstraction, narrations and holistic views to allow for efficient and effective interfaces between data and users.

The EuroCarto 2022 conference is meant as a forum to present, exchange and discuss the ongoing evolution and research trends in the scientific field of cartography. The conference build upon the successful EuroCarto 2015 conference in Vienna and EuroCarto 2020 conference which was held online, and was co-organized by the German Cartographic Society (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Kartographie), the Swiss Cartographic Society (Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie), the British Cartographic Society and the Austrian Cartographic Commission (Österreichische Kartographische Kommission). EuroCarto 2022 is also endorsed by the International Cartographic Association (ICA) as ICA Regional Conference.

The conference proceedings contain a selection of short papers submitted to EuroCarto 2022. All submissions have been reviewed double-blind by two members of the scientific committee. The book provides a general picture of recent research activities related to the domain of cartography, including new methods, insights and technologies concerning issues of topographic cartography, thematic cartography, multimedia cartography, cartographic education positioning, generalization, perception and cognition, visualization and design, collaborative mapping, location-based services, atlas cartography, cartographic heritage, toponomy, cartographic applications and spatial data infrastructures.

We thank all the authors and reviewers for their excellent work. We hope you enjoy reading these papers and look forward to your participation in future cartographic conferences.
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